
Experiment on Effect of Oil Viscosity on Blade Cutting Force 

 

Purpose: To understand the effect of oil viscosity on the cutting process 

 

Experiment Parameters: An 18” Highland Park slab saw was outfitted with a floating feed screw with a 

thrust bearing which pushes against a load cell enabling the recording of the force exerted by the feed 

screw in pushing the carriage forward during the cutting process. Three new blades were selected for 

the tests of the following types: Blade #1 -18” Highland Park Precision Blade, Blade #2 - 18” MK 303 

Blade, Blade #3 - 18” Greenline Agate Eater Blade. The blades were used to make 20 cuts each in 

Mookite Jasper, then each blade was sharpened using the bastard file technique to eliminate blade 

“break in” as a variable. Blocks of Cripple Creek Jasper were prepared to perform the measured cuts. 

Ambient Temperature is 82deg F. 

 

Experiment Procedure: 

1. Fill saw with 5 cst pure mineral oil.  

2. Put Blade #1 in the machine. 

3. Begin cut and when blade becomes fully engaged in the cut then measure blade force. 

4. Put Blade #2 in the machine. 

5. Begin cut and when blade becomes fully engaged in the cut then measure blade force. 

6. Put Blade #3 in the machine. 

7. Begin cut and when blade becomes fully engaged in the cut then measure blade force. 

8. Drain the oil and clean out the saw. 

9. Fill the saw with 7 cst pure mineral oil. 

10. Re-sharpen all blades with the bastard file method. 

11. Repeat steps 2-7 recording the results 

12. Drain the oil and clean out the saw. 

13. Fill the saw with 10 cst pure mineral oil. 

14. Re-sharpen all blades with the bastard file method. 

15. Repeat steps 2-7 recording the results 

16. Drain the oil and clean out the saw. 

17. Fill the saw with 20 cst pure mineral oil. 

18. Re-sharpen all blades with the bastard file method. 

19. Repeat steps 2-7 recording the results 

20. Drain the oil and clean out the saw. 

21. Fill the saw with 30 cst pure mineral oil. 

22. Repeat steps 2-7 recording the results 

 

 

 



Experiment Results:  

 

 

Conclusions: 

Viscosity is a factor in cutting force, and that while the different blades will perform a bit differently, 

that the impact of increased viscosity is a much larger factor in cutting performance. Additionally, since 

the tests were performed at about 82 deg F, that cutting in cooler environments will increase the cutting 

force since viscosity rises as temperature drops. 5-7 cst oil is the optimal choice based on this 

experiment. 
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